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Introduction 

If history has taught us anything, it’s that populist uprisings often create unexpected and often 

undesirable outcomes. Admittedly, there are a few examples where things turned out all right. The 

American Revolution is perhaps the best example. But many other revolutions didn’t fair as well. 

The Russian Revolution, the Vietnamese August Revolution, and the Chinese Cultural Revolution 

are just a few. The latest uprising is not a social revolution—at least not in the traditional sense. 

The most recent revolution is a data revolt spurred primarily by modern data analysts (i.e., data 

elites). Data elites are people who view existing data management and governance as the principle 

barriers to their having unfettered access to corporate data—and by extension—using that data to 

answer any question they have. Data elites subscribe to a new technical ideology known as “data 

democracy.” To its proponents, data democracy will free data for the people. To others, data 

democracy represents a loss of control and increased risk and liability to the organization. This 

paper examines data democracy and some of its underlying precepts to better understand what it 

is and what it purports to be. 

Born of Frustration
Data is the main asset of economic and social power. It’s the basis for research and the fuel that 

drives modern economies. Accordingly, the importance of data quality and provenance is 

paramount, particularly when data sharing happens across different disciplines (Eynden, 2011). 

The “dirty little secret,” however, is that people still don’t share much data in any programmatic 

way (Borgman, 2011), and some people are annoyed, disgruntled, and even angered.  

Data sharing is not a new problem, and frustration is not uncommon. Data elites have long 

complained about lacking access to information they believe is essential to their work. Over the 

years, data elites argued they need access to data to answer critically important questions. But for 

variety of reasons, data elites weren’t able to access data to their satisfaction. Not surprisingly, 

they felt cut off and fed up.  

The data elites believe organizational bureaucracies are largely to blame for their lack of data 

access, and there’s ample evidence to support their claim. However, bureaucracies aren’t solely 

responsible for this outcome. Sometimes the data elites were their own worst enemies. For 
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example, Longo and Drazen (2019) suggested there are fairly simple reasons why people don’t 

share data. First, some data elites believe others won’t understand their data and how they 

collected it. Collectors contend data recipients weren’t privy to key discussions and decisions that 

defined their data. Therefore, recipients could not understand the choices the collectors made 

regarding what to collect, what not to collect, and how to represent the data. Second, some data 

elites are concerned about other people selfishly using their work for their own benefit and not 

giving sufficient credit to the originators. So, to protect themselves,  the collectors wouldn’t share 

their data. From there, the problem worsened. 

In academic circles, funders recognized the data-sharing problem and tried to break down the 

barriers. After several failed attempts to change behavior, the problem got so bad that the Federal 

Government got involved. The government realized that petty data sharing disputes diminished 

the government’s research investments. The problem got so bad the government levied 

requirements compelling collectors to develop plans describing how others could use their data. 

In 2013, the National Science Foundation (NSF) began requiring scientists seeking research grants 

to include data management plans in all their funding applications. Later in 2019, the Federal 

Government passed the Foundations for Evidence-based Policy Act (FEPA) which directs the 

government to manage its data and develop ways to programmatically share it among federal 

agencies, states, academic institutions, and other authorized recipients. 

The data-sharing problem is not unique to academia, however. The problem is prevalent across 

federal, state, local governments, and industry as well. Companies collect a huge variety of data. 

They process and use the data for business purposes, namely to generate profit and gain a 

competitive advantage over other companies. Though industry is ostensibly different from 

government, people tend to exhibit the same self-centered behavior as academics and keep their 

data to themselves. 

So, how does this relate to data democracy? 

What the Literature Says
A quick Internet search for the phrase “data democracy” produces a fair number of results. Upon 

closer inspection, however, the majority of the citations appear to be posts from bloggers and 

other assorted Internet influencers. A few software vendors dot the list, as well. All these sources 
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offer superficial and perfunctory descriptions of the subject. There are no articles from reputable 

industry associations or government think-tanks. Despite the lack of reliable sources, many web 

articles bear the hash tag “#data democracy” in page footers, presumably to drive clicks and reads

—of what it’s not clear.  

Academia has paid little attention to the subject, particularly as it relates to the corporate world. In 

fact, there is virtually no serious research on data democracy in the corporate space. At the time of 

this article, no researcher has published a thorough and objective analysis of data democracy’s 

foundational concepts and claims. Nor has anyone proffered a serious definition which could 

stand expert scrutiny. The majority of available information more closely resembles industry 

marketing materials and rants from disgruntled corporate employees. Notwithstanding the lack of 

scientific research, a review of available materials show no consensus as to what “data democracy” 

actually means. However, authors generally use the phrase, “data democracy,” in two distinctly 

different ways. Data democracy is: 

• Open Data 

• Technical Solution 

Open Data—Data Access 

Transparency,  participation  and  collaboration  are  the  main  concepts behind  open data. A key 

part of understanding these central points is the free  access  to  certain  data originating across 

organizations. Because  organizations typically have  large  amounts  of  data  which could be 

made accessible as part of an open data effort, organizations must address how to increase data 

access while protecting it. Instead of giving serious attention to these fundamental considerations, 

proponents of data democracy gloss over these security issues and offer few solutions aside from 

shaking their pitchforks and declaring “open access to all data.” Internet materials more closely 

resemble Twitter rants than careful and considerate plans for change.  

Supporters generally describe the data access problem along traditional lines. For example, data is 

technically trapped in silos. Frequently, information technology (IT) organizations are at the center 

of discontent, and data elites accuse overly bureaucratic IT organizations of obstructing their every 

move. Were it not for roadblocks like these, they claim, everyone would be able to access data 

without any outside help (Marr, 2019). 
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Additionally, data elites often claim IT organizations and other traditional data governance groups 

do not understand the value data elites could bring to organizations. Data elites also claim they 

could drive higher profitability, capture new markets, and create an analytically nimble 

organization if corporate data were open and free of any impediments. In early 2019, the U.S. 

Federal Government came to a similar conclusion. The government believed the American people 

could get more value from their tax dollars by sharing data across organizational boundaries. In 

January, the President signed a new federal law called the Foundation for Evidence-based Policy 

Act of 2018. This new law requires federal agencies to begin using evidence (i.e., data) to make 

policy decisions. The law intends to have the government use data as a strategic asset and require 

agencies to use data to help decision makers. The Federal Government also requires agencies to 

make all but a few types of data available to the public free of charge. 

Technical Solution 

Another popular characterization of data democracy is some kind of technical solution, namely 

self-service analytics. Self-service analytics is a  form of business intelligence (BI) in which line-of-

business professionals are enabled and encouraged to perform queries and generate reports on 

their own, with minimal IT support. Self-service analytics is often characterized by simple-to-use BI 

tools with basic analytic capabilities and an underlying data model that has been simplified or 

scaled down for ease of understanding and straightforward data access (Ellis, 2018).  

Data elites are thrilled about the potential to perform analytics themselves, and vendors are 

equally excited by the business opportunities. Data democracy fans are quick to note that some 

analysts will consult visual tools to get the answers to relatively straight-forward questions. For 

example, how many units did the organization sell over a period of time and where inventory is 

located. Other more sophisticated users, however, will explore data holdings and evaluate them 

from different perspectives. Technically astute analysts will use raw data and a variety of tools to 

answer deeper and more complex business questions. 

Laura Ellis (2018) described how organizations can establish four technical cornerstones for data 

democracy. The cornerstones include simple tools, simple data (documented semantics and syntax), 
qualitative & enablement (P&L and authoritative assets), and a supportive environment. These four 

cornerstones comprise the technical foundation for a self-service analytical environment. Also, Ellis 
notes that it’s okay for analysts to make incorrect assumptions and that’s a normal part of the analytic 
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“journey.” Further, technical solutions aren’t sufficient to support self-service analytics. Technical 

services like these need clear rules to protect against data misuse while providing maximum guidance 
for data access and use. Much to the chagrin of data elites, duly appointed data authorities set the 

rules, not users. Data governance bodies collectively determine what the organization decides to do 
with its data, what processes it follows, and what data standards technical experts use. It’s not up to 

each employee to subjectively determine whether or not using the data a certain way is the “right” way 
to use it, no matter how compelling the analytic may be. Leaving each employee to determine what 

rules should be used exposes the organization to massive risk, and even outright violation of the law.  

Instead, Data governance works with other enterprise services—like access control services—to 

adjudicated runtime requests for data. With each access to data, these security services ensure that 
users comply with enterprise rules the organization puts on its data and its use. Also, organizational 

representatives (i.e., data governance body) sets the policies, and access controls implement them. In 
this way, the organization uses people and machines for uniquely different purposes. For example, 

machines are very good at performing detailed and repetitive tasks. They do them without interruption 
and without distractions. They are, to a large extent, mechanical and void of feeling and fatigue. Most 

importantly, however, humans determine what organizations should and should not do with their data, 
and machines help enforce those rules. Some data elites recognize this distinction. H.M. Srujana   

(2016) reported analytic tools introduce new problems, and rules (i.e., data governance) is the way 
organizations ready their data for processing and subsequent analytics. So, why do data elites push for 

extreme changes to the existing data governance regimes? Why do they want to make all data open to 
them without any conditions? Part of the answer may lie in human nature.  

Rules-Based Thinking
Rules define the the world around us and describe the interactions we experience. They describe 

large things like the universe and small things like atoms. Rules also define our social systems and 

are critically important in our daily lives. For example, rules define how people order food in 

restaurants and how people cross the street. Simply put, rules promote order and avoid chaos. In 

most western societies, people develop attitudes and beliefs about rules through what’s known as 

“legal socialization” (Tyler & Trinkner, 2017). Legal socialization is the process of developing an 

understanding of and attitudes toward rules, laws, and a legal system. 
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There are two approaches in the legal socialization literature: 1) Cognitive Development Theory 

and 2) Social Learning Theory. The Cognitive Development Theory argues that one’s level of rules 

reasoning varies based on their age, and as one ages, their understanding and acceptance of rule 

systems matures across three levels (Trickner et al, 2014). Level I focuses on obeying rules based 

on obedience to authority and fear of punishment from authorities. Level II emphasizes rule 

maintenance and obedience to societal norms, and Level III focuses on rule creation and 

obedience to rules based on independent judgments of fairness.  

The Social Learning Theory expands the cognitive developmental theory to include environmental 

factors that affect social learning. This theory holds that legal socialization occurs when people 

interact with the environment, and as people age, they participate in more and varied legal 

contexts. With each new experience, people learn more about rules and how they work in 

different systems. For example, when people are young, they have limited world experience. They 

understand rules in narrowly scoped environments like neighborhoods, schools, and homes. In 

these limited environment, people develop perceptions of fairness and legitimacy and the degree 

to which people feel obligated to follow established rules. For example, when people perceive 

punishment as being fair and even, they believe the rules are legitimate. The opposite is true too. 

When people perceive punishment as being capricious and unfair, people believe the rules are 

illegitimate. With time, personal ideas of fairness and legitimacy extend to the business 

environment (Tinker and Cohen, 2014) where beliefs and attitudes can affect data and its use. 

An example of perceived illegitimacy is the legal case involving Edward Snowden. Snowden, a 

former employee at Booz Allen Hamilton and government contractor, stole government 

information revealing secret activities that the government conducted. “I'm willing to sacrifice all of 

that because I can't in good conscience allow the US government to destroy privacy, internet 

freedom and basic liberties for people around the world with this massive surveillance machine 

they're secretly building," Snowden said (Simpson, 2013). Snowden added that he would not “be 

satisfied if the federation of secret law, unequal pardon and irresistible executive powers that rule 

the world that I love are revealed even for an instant.” For Snowden, the rules the Federal 

Government used to collect information weren’t legitimate, and he decided not to follow those 

rules to the detriment of the United States and its national security. By most measures, what 

Snowden did was radical and contrary to established rules. 
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Governance Is Not a Democracy
So, what is data democracy? Data democracy has several ordinary definitions. Most of those 

definitions are scattered across Internet blog posts. The most popular definition describes data 

democracy as giving every employee the power to access any corporate data whenever they want. 

Margaret Rouse offers the most succinct definition: 

Data democratization is the ability for information in a digital format to be accessible 
to the average end user. The goal of data democratization is to allow non-specialists to 
be able to gather and analyze data without requiring outside help. 

As one would expect, supporters of data democracy are quick to point to a list of business 

benefits. For example, advocates claim data democracy makes organizations more agile and 

efficient. They claim data democracy gives the workforce broader and more direct access to data 

while being less dependent on specialized data experts. They also claim employees play a larger 

role and have a direct voice in data governance. Data democracy proponents are also quick to call 

for the elimination of traditional problems like overbearing bureaucracies and outdated IT 

departments.  For data elites, those things are just obstacles to accessing the data they want.  

Above all, though, data democracy is a movement that allegedly empowers the people. For 

example, one author suggests that data democracy allows (all) employees to directly participate in 

data governance and help determine how to use data and for what purpose (De Leenher, 2019).  

Broad corporate inclusion is a departure from other more well-known forms of data management. 

Like social revolutions, data democracy’s ideas are brash and bold, and supporters strive to create 

a new set of rules that serve their goals. The most outspoken agree: give the people access to the 

data, and they can change the world. Or can they? 

Data Democracy as a Political Movement
Though it may not be apparent, data democracy is a political movement, pure and simple. Many 

data elites believe the rules for controlling data are illegitimate and need to change. They argue 

data governance regimes are fickle, authoritarian, and prevent people from making full use of 

corporate data. In response to heavy-handed rule making, data elites present data democracy as 

the political solution that rejects existing data governance practices and promotes data’s open use 
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to anyone who wants it. Ironically, this depiction more closely resembles a collectivist data 

movement rather than a democratic one. A collectivist movement holds that data is the collective 

property of an organization, and organizational constituents can use the data without checks or 

conditions.  

Suggesting data democracy is a collectivist approach should give people pause. According to the 

Merriam-Webster Dictionary, a “democracy” is:  

A government in which the supreme power is vested in the people and exercised by 
them directly or indirectly through a system of representation usually involving 
periodically held free elections. 

As Merriam-Webster states, democracies are a form of political representation designed to make 

rules about issues affecting the public like security, taxes, safety and other topics of common 

concern. However, applying democratic principles to other social institutions, like companies, is 

problematic at best. As a general rule, corporate employees don’t vote on issues at all, at least not 

in the traditional sense. Even employee-owned companies don’t hold popular elections when 

setting rules. More often, companies solicit employee input on a case-by-case basis and the 

company is under no obligation to take a decision that aligns with employee feedback. 

In the corporate world, rules get set in other ways, too. Governments establish laws and 

regulations that define how companies behave. Within a legal framework, companies document 

the business' financial and functional decisions including rules, regulations and provisions in 

documents like operating agreements. The agreements describe the internal business operations 

in a way that suits the specific needs of the business owners. These materials also define how 

decisions get made and how the organization governs itself. Bottom line: those who are legally 

accountable set the rules. Through delegated authority, appointees set corporate rules for using 

data. 

Giving people unlimited control over data is not a democracy. In fact, operating without rules can 

quickly put organizations in jeopardy. For example, accessing data without a full understanding of 

the obligations that accompany the data can put legal liability on specific individuals and entire 

organizations. Unchecked data use could introduce questionable ethical practices. Well-

intentioned data elites could easily introduce questionable data usage. More importantly,  though, 

data democracy introduces data chaos, and chaos breeds confusion, and confusion causes injury. 

Data elites, see things differently, however. They trust technology and believe people will do the 
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“right” thing on their own. But what we’ve learned is that things don’t always turn out the way we’d 

like them to turn out. And sometimes, well-intended movements turn into revolutions that cause 

injury for decades to come. 
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